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PROGRAMME 

The Fifteenth Annual meenna 

1972. 

At 2:00 p.m., Professor J.B. President of the 

sor D.J. after remarks about 
facts he observed overseas, extended a welcome to all 

on behalf of The University of Manitoba. 

The Annual Dinner was held in the Senior Common and Victoria 
Rooms of University Dr. Robert President of The Mani-

J-l.S:SOC.lauon. delivered the The 
'eachJ!na of Ethnic in Manitoba. The weH-documented anal-

of the and his conclusions resulted in a dis
Professor C. Meredith Jones. 

Eleven papers were read and discussed at the sessions. For the first 
time Brandon University was renresented on the programme. The dis-

of Professor L. a guest 
Lirlaui[sti(:s. The of Urbana. 

Professors and John Kazazis at this time to 
withhold the abstracts of their papers, The Term CA VIAR in 

LanaUa(1eS and The Novels in Hero-
Their contributions were annreciated 

miss their 

At the business it was noted that the first seven volumes of 
are no available. 

instructed to investiaate the Dossibilitv of a second 

The next Annual will be held in Grand 
Professor Richard F. HamDsten. of The Tnl"",,,,,itu of 

North the members to submit with brief sum-
of their nrosnective 

Executive before 
papers for the 1973 conference to the 
Since it is not Dossible to include an 

papers in the programme, first considerations will be aiven to 
and early submissions. 
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MODERN GREEK-ENGLISH DICTIONARY: 
A Section of Edited Entries 
Demetrius J. Georgacas, Director and Editor, Greek Dictionary Project, 
University of North Dakota 

A set of eighty-seven edited entries of the Modern Greek-English 
Dictionary, running from &XO\l1:1..0 to &x(r6pa:o'to~, was pre
sented at the meeting. 1 They induded nouns, adjectives, verbs, adverbs, 
and one suffix. For reasons of space cannot be reproduced here. 
The followina remarks. made to the audience as an introduction and 

here in abbreviated form. 

The basic raw material, consisting of more than 600 metal card file 
drawers filled with over 2Yz million cards bearing material, is housed 
in the Dictionary Office on the campus of The University of North 
Dakota (Montgomery Hall 217). This material derives from notations of 
oral usage and from quotations excerpted from newspapers, magazines, 
folk tales and folk songs; collective volumes and anthologies of prose 
and poetry (including the prose of such special fields as education, 
medicine, philosophy, the arts, etc.); separate works of individual 
authors, poets, prose writers; specialist writers in education, science, 
medicine, philosophy, the arts. The materials represent chronologically 
and in quantitative progression Modern Greek of the 18th century, 
more of the 19th, still more of the 20th, and even much more of the 
second half of our century. This is in keeping with the plan and intent 
of the project, which is to serve the current and immediate future needs 
of users while still useful words and special terms going as far 
back as the 15th century. The personnel includes the Editor and 
the Research Barbara Georgacas, M.A. (Classics), a midwest 
AUlerlca:n, who is an avid reader of English works of any category and 
who also does the research on botanical, and other scientific 
terms. Research assistants and student assistants have been employed in 
excerpting, alphabetizing and, recently, in collecting needed new 
material. In addition, a dozen colleagues read proofs of edited materials 
and serve as consultants to the Editor. 

The sections of each entry are arranged in the following order: 
1. The entryword in boldface type, followed by the phonemic 

transcription in italics within slanted lines, and, if required, by 
a second or third form of the word. also in italics. but without 
.1'''''"''''''''''''' transcription. 
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2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

The information follows: 

a noun is followed its Greek 

an adiective is followed 

stress 

a verb is followed 
the forms of past tenses, and 

with adiectival use(s) are listed as separate entries. 

The level of usage is e.g., a word oflearned 
this informs the user, even before he looks 

for other that the word or its to 
the learned level of Modern Greek and 

term. If a word is either 
this is also shown. 

The semantic 1H1.:lU. .... .,,,, 

anatomy, the arts, 

Eachmeommy 
is foHowed synonymns and antonyms in The 
main line of the meaninas is arranaed on historical pr:inc:iplles. 

guage, 
songs and select poetry. The passages from 

and discourse are followed 
the individual author's name in parentheses; the names of 

well-known authors are in abbreviated 
folk tales and folk songs the name of the antholoav editor is 
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This section takes most of the entry's space because this is 
the first dictionary of Modern Greek compiled with the express 
aim of illustrating the meanings of words documented in literary 
and scholarly writings. it should be pointed out that it 
is possible to include a selective fraction of available sam-
ples; it may become necessary to reduce the number of the 
samples from these writings even more drastically before the 
dictionary is printed. 

6. The etymological data, worded succinctly and even 
are listed in angular brackets. They are placed at the 

end of each entry in order to avoid an overloading of the gram
matical information in the initial lines. 

A word of Modem Greek is derived either from a forerunner form of 
post-medieval or middle Greek, often surviving in a Modern Greek dia
lect; from early Byzantine Greek, Patristic Greek, Koine Greek, ancient 
(classical) Greek; from loan words of a foreign language previously 
spoken in Greek speech territory; from other languages spoken in lands 
close to it, Slavic, Albanian, Italian, or Turkish (and indirectly 

as a modem from such as French, Italian, 
from one of the other Western languages, such 

as German or Spanish; or as a loan translation, especially from the 
sciences, philosophy, the arts, etc. 

Numerous neologisms coined scientists in modern times are either 
Latin or hybrids with elements of the two classical languages; 

such terms are only indirectly of Greek (or Latin) origin, as, for in
stance, &A.A.£Py Co: (+-- German Allergie). 

Significant as the forthcoming dictionary may be, the corpus of the 
material that has been assembled in two decades will be even more 
important to the scholar. It is intended to place this material in an 
institution in order that researchers and scholars on the international 
level may benefit in perpetuity from both the persistent labor and the 
funds invested in the project. 

1 For more information on this project see D.J. Georgacas, "Compiling a Modern 
Greek-American English Dictionary", Proceedings of the Linguistic Circle of 
Manitoba and North Dakota, vol. 4, no. 1 (October 1963), pp. 4-12. 

2See the international journal Orbis, XXII, 1 (June 1973), where the entire set is 
reproduced. 
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LEXICOLOGY AND GENERATIVE GRAMMAR 
Ladislav Urbana 

The current of transformational grammar is have the 
derived word appear first in their that are 
combined into the wholes at a later stage of the genera-
tion of the sentence; e.g., the cruis er and the battle 
such a concention leads to difficulties. A like 

derivable from the 
cf. 

in 
a cruiser is either any vehicle or boat that 

specific type of differentiated from other types of not 
to cruise. An to generate derived words and 

compounds with non-derivable from their constituent mOf-
1'''';;'''''''' during the of the sentence would cause the Un)!.!l!:l!! 

of how to cope with sematic effects. could be dealt 
with a device like Weinreich's Second but such a solution 
would entail the necessity of treatinq the maioritv or at least a 
part of words as idioms. 

LANGUAGE BOUNDARIES: A CASE STUDY 
H. Christoph Wolfart, The University of Manitoba 

1. The nature of language boundaries, their emergence and their 
disappearance, have traditionally been the concern of historical and 

linguistics. For example, the basic of 
the HH"l<:tUH'U' 

languages derived from one 
viewed as an icon sudden split or similar notions, 
but rather as a schematic of the emergence of a 

While the of such a de,re!Olpmlel 
the details of this process are less well understood. 

The opposite situation, with the turned upside down, has a 
very different status: since the complete dissolution of a language 

i.e. language mixture, would create severe difficul-
ties for reconstruction and classification alike, it has 
been claimed that such dissolution simnlv does not occur - a 
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instance of principii. Thus the limitations of a particular 
mE!thod<olc)gy may be projected onto the phenomena under study them-
selves. 

Among related problems, the classification of creoles (cf. the Han
Taylor controversy concerning Haitian French Creole) and the treat
ment of areal convergence phenomena (Sprachbund) are the most 
widely known. Although it is frequently possible to distinguish, retro
spectively, those features of a language which are called "genetic" from 
those which are attributed to diffusion and analogy, the theoretical 
basis for this work remains subject to In fact, this area has 
been a favourite on which to attack a neogrammarian 

skirmishes of Meillet 'Is. 
of Sapir 'IS. Boas, and of Hall 'Is. Ba.rtoli are now a matter of history, 
but the problem itself 

In synchronic linguistics, boundaries may have been less prominent; 
but are no less important. In discussing the territorial extension of 

for instance, the purely linguistic criterion of a bundle of 
is commonly supplemented with geographical and political 

Quantitative techniques for language boundaries 
in principle hold a great deal of promise. But both actual instances, the 
lexicostatistical approach which is based on the number of common 

items as well as the technique of dialect distance testing 
which attempts to measure mutual intelligibility, have severe limita
tions. And solution of a grammar on the basis 
of the central, monolingual, idealized speakers of a language, and then 

this grammar to decide problems, may be aesthetically 
"",ti",fvil'ln but cannot be regarded as empirically satisfactory. 

LdUYUl:SUl; boundaries are not restricted to areas. Where an 
individual or an entire speech community uses several codes side by 

the problem of boundary maintenance and interference is 
obvious. Whether the situation involves simply different contextual 
registers or functional dialects, or those extreme cases of code-switching 
(as in Arabic or at the northern and southern extremes of the German
speaking area) which have been called diglossia, or indeed bi- or multi
lingualism, is essentially a matter of degree. Once the ideal, homo
geneous, mono-idiolectal speaker is dismissed,l the different codes can 
be described in terms of their internal structures, and the boundaries in 
terms of the relations that hold between these. 
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No attempt is made in this paper to suggest solutions to these 
lems. issues of this kind the framework which 
to study individual cases 

2. Island is located approximately 
Canadian government sources the Island Lake resi-

dents as Cree and in no way them from the Cree of Oxford 
Gods or We,,.,,,,,,,,, 

the basic work of of "mixed Cree and 
of Island Lake themselves. to 

reports, informant responses, and the results of dialect distance 
the mutual of Island Lake with both Cree and 
low. 

The size of the 
Island Lake J:.IUpU!dUUn g~neul;lS present 
a rare framework for a pOpUli:lUOn

mixture. 

The aboriginal hunting groups and their seasonal into a 
named group or band" provided the nucleus for summer settle-

ments at Island Lake which were the fur 
trade and. later. by activities. 

of the total Island 

mately 30:70. 

3. The of a was the nnmarv 

of the Island Lake survey; a aoal was to 
of survey work. 

The initial phase of the survey involved the M. 
of questionnaire-based interviews with 24 """""k .. r~ 
ethnic and location. The 
concentrates on 

Inflected verb forms and sentences 
matical features constitute about 53 per cent of the questlOllncnre 
as might be expected, this part created many difficulties of elicitation 
and evaluation. 

4. The people of Island Lake use all three tennmlolclgical 
ties to designate their almost one half of those asked for their 
first lanauaae sDontaneouslv resoonded with and about one quar-
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ter each gave Saulteaux (Le. Ojibwa) and Island Lake. However, the 
choice of name is largely independent of the intelligibility relations 
described bv the same speakers. 

5. diagnostics provide the most accessible evidence on 
lan.qU<'1qe affiliation, and the overwhelming majority of the Island Lake 
data (examples 1,2) point in one direction: that the language of Island 
Lake is basically Ojibwa. 

CREE OJIBWA ISLAND LAKE 

pintike 'he enters' 
maskwa mahkwa mahkwa 'bear' 

pisibki (w) pisiski 'animal, cow' (3) 
iihkik askik askik / ahkik 'seal' (4) 

-st- -hs- wapastim 'white dog' (5) 
napehsim 'male dog' 

There are of course many exceptions to this general rule, ranging 
from one common to all respondents (3) to items used by only a few 
individuals (4) to cases where both Cree and Ojibwa reflexes are used 
side by side by the same speaker (5). 

Interference phenomena of many different types occur in the speech 
of individual speakers. For example, a word may combine phonological 
features of Cree with morphological features of Ojibwa (6) or it may be 
completely syncretic phonologically (7). A very striking kind of hyper
correction is also found (8). 

CREE OJIBWA ISLAND (ISLAND LAKE 
LAKE INDIVIDUAL) 

nistaw nlhtawiss nlhtawihs nistawihs 'my (m) male (6) 
cross-cousin' 

cistemaw assema ahsema astema 'tobacco' (7) 
watihkan wanihkan wanihkan waniskan 'pit' (8) 

The morphological evidence analyzed to date fully confirms the 
phonological data. 

6. The speech of Island Lake is by no means homogeneous. While 
further research is required before the situation can be sketched, there 
appears to be a clear-cut division between Red Sucker Lake and the 
other three settlements: the former shows no nasal-pIus-stop clusters, 
e.g. mak 'loon' for (general) Island Lake mank, or wanakos 'star' for 
wanankos. These forms are more similar to Cree in this respect, but the 
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Dnenomenon occurs the of Trout 
can be established it may have 

popmauon compOSHlOn and patterns. 

7. There can be little doubt that 
with an admixture of Cree even 

of Island Lake is 
the full details and the 

extent of this admixture remain to be determined. To indicate one 
direction for further 
would be of 

+~n"h~;~,,~~ would 

from 
of interaction with Cree and 
histories. 

At the same time these 

and to actual life 

IOn this and many of the other points mentioned here, cf. U. Weinreich, W. 
Labov, and M.l. Herzog, 'Empirical foundations for a theory of language change,' 
in W.P. Lehmann and Y. Malkiel, eds., Directions for historical linguistics, Austin, 
Texas, 1968. 

2 For a more detailed analysis, further discussion, and full references and acknow
ledgements, see my article, 'Boundary maintenance in Algonquian: a linguistic 
study of Island Lake, Manitoba,' American Anthropologist, in press. 

I would like to repeat my thanks to the people of Island Lake for their active 
participation in the survey and the interest they have taken in the entire study, 
and to M. Wiebe who made the recordings at Island Lake. This work was sup
ported by the Graduate Faculty Research Board of the University of Manitoba. 

MATHEMATICAL LOGIC AND EMPIRICAL LINGUISTICS 
University of 

If we study nhilosonhical aspects of the logic of in 
cn.OlllSK:Y remarks as a point, we will 

on1Ipr1r1..-"'" have often been made against the 
types of that he seems to prefer: behavioristic 
objections that Chomsky'S mentalism is unscientific, and UI.JII"''-''LAUJ.A'' 

errlan.atl.ng from mathematical logic to the effect that naturalldH"U,~m., 
is mystical. Our conclusion is that the model of """i"'''." 
that can be reconstructed from Chomsky'S remarks is indeed consistent 
with new directions in semantic studies of segments of natural 

"p""''''.uy, does offer a scientificallv fruitful aDDroach to 
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The -~~]..]~- for theoretical is not lack of data, but the 
that specifically allows for explanations presupposing a 

of inexactness. Do fundamentally inexact, unquanti
inarticulate factors in explanations, like introspective evi

dence and reliance on the intuition of the native speaker, rule 
out of the domain of science? Increasingly, theoreticians are answering 
in the negative. Early positivistic reluctance to accept such explanations 
as scientific has long ago ceased to be defensible. Yet the 

<::"]"""'''''''''<.1."" in has been greatly understudied, per-
haps because much of the remains alive in influential 
writers like Skinner. The debate between "bard" and "soft" appr,::>a(~hE!S 
to science is Yet we can argue that Chomsky's proposal, 

that the resources of the "hard" sciences can be utilized in a 
fashion in less exact explanations without reducing such explan

ations to "hard" science models entirely, is a reasonable and modest 
one. 

It is often argued nowadays by mathematical logicians that natural 
languages as wholes are not amenable to scientific treatment and that 
semantic and syntactic concepts can only be defined within a logical 
system. Syntax becomes proof theory and semantics becomes truth 

or model theory. Outside the system, talk of meaning or gram
maticalness is metaphorical, bogged down in the vagaries, contradic
tions and mysticism of so-called "ordinary language" or natural lan
guage. Thus it only makes sense to talk of relative to a system, 
an artificial language. The argument seems to be that a natural language, 
as a is too much explicandum to tackle at once, and that explan
ation should proceed piecemeal, taking each tiny segment of natural 
""'U,y .... 'y'" one at a time for analysis. Thus we seem to have a kind of 

which holds that our resources only enable us to tackle a 
natural language piecemeal. For the structure of one chunk may 

be entirely different from another in a way that forbids the kind of 
unified, absolutistic approach that linguistic theorists, like early logical 
theorists, have always hankered after. The logicians argue that we have 
only recently begun to discover the limitations of our linguistic re
sources. The early dreams of Hilbert and others for holistic, unified 
structures have been shattered by the logical paradoxes and incomplete
ness results of Godel and others. 

The slender logical resources at our present disposal ought to signal 
caution and circumspectness in approaching natural language, a recogni-
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tion of its rormlllameness, 
and a U",'AC'U1~;y 

semantics. 

_ as a su bJect of 
claims for a universal grammar or 

While we argue that lUlyUl~U<'; I::.I<P''''11ct Cartesian in 
between 

to 
to inner mental 

Cartesian and a scientific 
the intuition of the native is one element in the of the 
verification of that must be 

other factors that are amenable to standard daita-lprCICeSSllrlq 

of Cartesian I::.I<P'ctU"'U',.m;s 

"I::'U""H'''''', we argue, is an acceptance 
with an increased ,.",,..,,,nn;t;nn 

of the role of 
notation in in natural ,,,,uyu,,,y"':>. 

We counsel against acceptance of the dilemma that seems to confront 
semantics: either to relativize concepts to artificial A"""""au',,~ 

avoid the unclarities of natural language) or to avoid artificial lan-
guages (because abstract away from 
natural , or fail to match expressions in 
natural lanauaae with notational counterparts in any one-to-one 

Artificial can and are used to nr,rmiirl", 

models for segments of a natural language, and the success of these 
eX1plil~atiOIls has shown a way to organize, classify and 
linguistic phenomena that goes far 
resources of science can be utilized in a Cartesian semantics without 
imposing the Draconian restrictions of and behaviorism that 
would deny us the data of the We can pass between 

UUIt:H1Hd, and to some extent we the 
inc:re,lsirlg recognition among of the theoretical resources avail
able to them from the areas of mathematical and artificial lan
guages. 

THE TEACHING OF SECONDARY LANGUAGES IN MANITOBA 
Robert R. Roy, School Division 

sU~Jgeste,a to me for this is the tealchlng 
I will not talk about the ";,,;n_uu,,. 

in our 
M"'Hl.UUY that I been invited to talk 

lanqml.qes. While some of these 
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and are not second languages to many 
nevertheless, secondary languages in Manitoba even 

by important groups in that society. 

an after-dinner talk on the teaching of languages in 
presents the speaker with a certain dilemma. How can one be light 

and about a subject that seems to inspire only pessimism? 
Enrolments in secondary languages are dropping out of sight. Participa-
tion in XII French in Winnipeg has from 64% to 19% in 
the last four years. The provincial is at least as gloomy. In Win-

XII German has from 2% to 1 % in the same 
in German is similar. During the same 

in Winnipeg, participation in the grade XII Ukrainian program 
has increased from 1/2% to 1 %, but the rate has now been static for 
three years. The statistics in Winnipeg for Ukrainian are more 
enl~o\lraqi.l1lq than they are in the rest of the province. These are the 

three languages taught at present in public schools at the grade XII 
level. There are apparent important gains at the elementary level but 

represent areas where language teaching has been made legal only 
The figures for German and Ukrainian often merely reveal 

that existing programs have gained the right to come out from under-
While legislation gives a great deal of new freedom for language 

program development, the economic climate is such that new budgetary 
allotments have to be won from boards intent on reducing their bud
gets. The elementary French programs frequently consist of only a few 
minutes of instruction a week. Can one expect that modern languages 
at the junior high level are doomed to the same fate as Latin? Will they 

and hold an important place in the elementary school? Faced with 
this problem, I have decided to talk to you about high school students 
- the source of what looks like secondary language disappointment. I 
have selected them because in reality they give more cause for optimism 
than the adults. 

Most of the information I will present to you is based on a question
naire survey of 5% of the schools of Manitoba in which any grade 
between VII and XII is taught. The sample included a large range of 
schools such as large city schools, large town schools in southern Mani
toba, as well as schools serving hardly more than a dozen students in 
remote northern regions. Most of the cultural groups were well repre
sented in the sample. 
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It may surprise some of you that most school students consider 
l'oU'VVVU1U a second-language to be In more than 75% of 
them do. About 80% of them think that 
should be at the 
should 80% feel that it would 
increase their job their further 
studies (somebody is information!) and even 45% 
feel it would improve their social These youngsters see~mlngjly 
have no iudament at all! want to be like D.P.s! 

Are you at these facts? Well there are more. students 
would have liked to a third per cent would 
like to have taken a third language instead of one of the other ~"'JJ~'U.~ 
they are now studying. And 39% would like to take one in addition to 
the programs they are now taking. More than 50% feel that knowing a 
third language is important in Manitoba. The third languages they 
would have picked are German (14%), Ukrainian (8%), French (7%), 
Canadian-Indian (6%), Latin (6%), Chinese, Hebrew, and Russian (2% 
each), and other unnamed languages (15%). In one junior high school 
this year, the option was offered to grade VII students of taking French 
and German or French and Spanish. Sixty per cent of them took up the 
offer. The other 40% win take French only. 

The most highly motivated for the study of a secondary language are 
the French and the Ukrainians in that order. With a degree of motivation 
that is statistically different and lower, in descending order of motiva
tion, are the Indians, the other cultural groups, and the English, and at 
the bottom of the scale of motivation, the Germans. It is reasonable to 
conclude and not surprising to find that those who are most strongly 
motivated to study the secondary languages are those for whom the 
native language is a secondary language. Children of German-speaking 
families are an outstanding exception. 

Not only are high school students desirous of studying secondary 
languages but those of French, Ukrainian, and German extraction are 
highly satisfied with their language teachers, the skills they are develop
ing, and their classroom activities. The English have a significantly 
lower degree of satisfaction, the Indians and the others, much lower 
still. About 75% of all students feel that language study is beneficiaL 

It is surprising to find that with such a degree of motivation and 
satisfaction so many students should drop their language programs. 
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!<n,rtu·th·rpp per cent of those who dropped language study did so for 
reasons. For example, they felt they had never been really 

COllvi.Jo.ced of the value of a course or had found the program too 
difficult. The of instruction and administration accounted for 
about 30% of the drop-outs. 

But it seems there is another important reason. Fifty-seven per cent 
of the VII students felt they could become fluent speakers while 

30% of the grade XII students held the same conviction. Seventy
five per cent of the grade VII students felt their programs to be benefi
cial but 60% of the XII students still held the same convic
tion. That loss of confidence is even more striking when you keep in 
mind that about 60% of the grade VII students dropped language study 
before grade XII. It seems that a major contribution of the school is to 
convince students that learning a language in the normal school setting 
is almost impossible. To support this conclusion is the fact that 55% of 
the grade XII students felt that the most beneficial influence on their 

a second language was outside of school. 

The obstacles then to the teaching of secondary languages are less in 
the student than in the adult mind and society. If the crisis in the 
.. "0' ....... ''1 of secondary languages is to be overcome, some of the follow

suggestions may be valuable: 

1. The provision of more intensive programs by enlarging the in-school 
language programs, by making them more meaningful and by pro
viding more out-of-school opportunities: "Le festival du voyageur", 
"Oktoberfest", and "Folkorama", are not enough! Learning lan
guages in isolation from their cultural basis is dull if not impossible. 

2. The provision of several genuine language options in our high 
schools: If the characteristic of the high school of 1972 is its flexi
bility as revealed by the great variety of options available, it had 
better stock up the language shelf. It is inconceivable that a group of 
educators such as the CORE Report Committee should in 1972 list a 
number of compulsory areas to guarantee the quality of high school 
instruction and fail to mention second languages. 

3. Communicate the feeling that language learning is important: In 
many divisions, federal grants for French are poured into the general 
fund and are not used to improve the language program. Several 
divisions have forfeited their 1972 grants by their failure to report 
proper use of their 1971 grants. Various cultural groups manifest 
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cannibalistic attitudes towards groups. direct 
much energy to sure that other cultural groups do not re
ceive any benefits which themselves are not oettino. Actions 
such as these carry a pretty clear message. 

4. Since World War teachers 
PS'VCilOloqlists more faith than deserve. 

has been considerable disillusionment with many 
1Ja.';n.a\.l"'~ and miraculous formulas. While students gelnel:allly 

on at the 
also want more grammar and more drill. 

Teachers have to be freed to curricular materials in consider-
ation of the day-to-day in the classroom and in the com-
munity. 

5. Recognize that secondary cultures are not second-rate cultures: Stu
dents must have access to materials that have a distinct Canadian 
flavor. European materials must be placed in second place where 
they belong. Universities must stop hoping that the French-Canadian 
or German-Canadian fact will go away. The university language 
departments and the schools must accept the Canadian negro . 

CONCLUSION: 

Various suggestions have been advanced. It is hoped that you didn't 
expect to hear solutions to all the problems. Several problems await 
those who would teach secondary languages. In conclusion let me cite 
an example taken from the bold history of language teaching in Mani
toba. I met recently an who had taken her primary school-

in one of the French schools of one of the French districts of 
Manitoba. She had spent three years of school as a boarder in a 
French convent. She had graduated as a teacher and had gotten a 
teaching French in an elementary school in a French area. She had 
married a second-generation Frenchman educated in French schools in 
Manitoba. But she confessed that in their home and in contact with 
their French-Canadian friends, they speak almost only English. Their 
first child is now of school age but does not speak French. Where is she 

to school? To a French school, of course. 
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PRONOMINALIZATION AND CONCORD IN MACRO-SIOUAN 
T. Carter. University of Manitoba 

of the synthetic type, with their elaborate morphology, 
have often to be highly refractory to syntactic description. 
American Indian languages are especially interesting in this respect, 
since many of the more synthetic ones have long been the subjects of 

intensive linguistic analysis. Many of the published descrip
tions resultina from this work, especially those of the so-caned "struc

" have never been excelled in terms of the richness, 
and elegance of their morphological analyses. Despite these 
into morphology, however, the structuralist approach provided 
with very little knowledge of syntactic processes. 

The advent of transformational-generative grammar produced a 
marked shift in emphasis, in that linguists were provided with a 
powerful meta theory which insisted upon the centrality of syntax. 
Transformational studies of synthetic languages have resulted in signifi
cant additions to our knowledge of syntactic processes. In particular, 
the notion that complex morphological structures are the surface prod
ucts of complex transformational sequences seems especially crucial for 
our understanding of the syntax of synthetic languages. In reading these 
transformational studies, however, one is often struck by a certain 
clumsiness of explication, by ad hoc formalisms, or by implausible or 
unworkable explanations. It seems clear that our ability to account for 
syntactic processes in these languages has not yet reached a very signifi
cant level of adequacy. 

In the past few years a number of linguists, notably James 
McCawley, Charles Fillmore, and Wallace have been moving 
toward a metatheory in which the base component of a grammar is seen 
to be essentially semantic in nature, rather than syntactic. In his recent 
book Meaning and the Structure of (1970), Chafe has 
sketched the outlines of such a metatheory, in which semantic repre
sentations of sentences, generated by a semantic base, serve as the input 
to a sequence of post-semantic processes, or transformations, which 
produce surface syntactic structures. The post-semantic processes en
visioned by Chafe differ from Chomsky's transformations in that they 
move or otherwise manipulate semantic units, rather than syntactic 
ones. In this view of language, then, syntax is seen to be entirely the 
nr"rl",...t of transformational processes. 
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This paper proposes to test some of the implications of such a meta
theory by examining a few of the post-semantic processes responsible 
for the complex surface phenomena of pronominalization and concord 
in Dakota, Onondaga, and Wichita, three languages of the Macro-Siouan 
Phylum. All are American Indian languages, and an are more or less 
synthetic in type. 

The semantic representation of a sentence, according to Chafe, is a 
configuration of four distinct types of semantic unit: selectional units, 
lexical units, derivational units, and inflectional units. In any semantic 
representation these units are subgrouped under nodes of two types, 
nouns and verbs, other "parts of speech" being.post-semantically de
rived. Needless to say, numerous post-semantic processes must apply to 
these semantic representations to convert them into surface syntactic 
structures. Of special interest are the processes whi.ch literalize and 
linearize these representations; e.g., in English the inflectional unit 
definite is often literalized as the definite article the, which must then 
be linearized to precede the noun to which it refers. 

The term concord is normally used to refer to those post-semantic 
processes that either move semantic units from noun nodes into verb 
nodes, or copy semantic units from noun nodes into verb nodes. (In the 
former case the semantic unit or units involved will be present in the 
verb node but not in the noun, whereas in the latter case the unit or 
units involved will be present in both noun and verb nodes.) Synthetic 
languages characteristically possess numerous types of concord phe
nomena. Chafe (1970b: 49) has neatly summarized this fact for 
Onondaga: 

Is is especially characteristic of post-semantic processes in Onondaga 
that they add units to the verb while very often subtracting them from 
elsewhere in the sentence. The structure of the verb is gradually aug
mented, while that of associated nouns is eroded. By the time surface 
structure is reached it is often the case that the only word left in a 
sentence is the verb. Such complete erosion of nouns does not always 
take place, however, and frequently enough is left of a noun that it 
becomes symbolized as a separate word. 

Complete erosion of a noun, in Chafe's terms, implies the deletion of 
the lexical unit from the node in question. The widespread phenom
enon of noun incorporation must then be viewed as a kind of "partial 
noun erosion," in that the lexical unit of the noun node in question is 
also moved into the verb, where it appears as a separate stem in the 
surface literalization. 
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the name to universal type of 
that which results from the post-semantic dele-
from a noun node. The erosion of a 

is thus due to the interaction of concord 
transformations. Pronominalization is 

in that the noun node involved carries no new 
semantic the deletion of the lexical unit leaves 
behind a sman set of non-lexical semantic units which are literalized as 
a surface pronoun. 

set of Dakota sentences exhibits both concord and 

1. wich~Sa ki h~ mathb wa 76 That man shot a bear. 
. Iv I :a( I I myself shot a bear. 2. mlyes matho wa wa 0 

3. math6 wa wa76 I shot a bear. 
4. wich~Sa wa wa 76 I shot a man. 
5 ,vh Iv ~ I You (sng.) shot a man. • WlC asa wa ya70 
6 'ch /v ~ I A man shot me. · WI asa wa malO 
7 ,vh /v ~ . I 

· WIC asa wa ml0 A man shot you (sng.). 
8. J6hn 7ix~t7a John laughed. 
9. 7iw~xat?a I laughed. 

10. John h~ska John is talL 
,.L, 

11. mahaska I am tall. 

The first seven sentences show the existence of four verb prefixes which 
mark concord for singular first and second persons. The prefix Iwa-I 
seems to represent "first person singular subject," the prefix /ya-I is 

" the prefix Ima·/ is "first person singu-
Ini-/ is "second person " 

Examination of sentence eleven, shows us that this is not 
correct, for there we see tma-/ representing a In fact, 

languages with case concord of this type are known as stative languages; 
semantic agents are represented in surface structure as active case (fwa-I 
and Iya-/) , while semantic patients are respresented as stative case 

and Ini-/). 

In a recent paper, David Rood ) has shown that Wichita is 
typologically stative, with case concord that parallels the situa
tion in Dakota. Chafe (1970b) has indicated that Onondaga is also 
stative, although he seems to confuse stative concord with ergative 
concord. While it is clear that the surface structures of stative and 
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ergative languages are somewhat similar, it also seems to be the case 
that the post-semantic processes which produce them are radically dif
ferent, and the two types should thus be distinguished. (Cf. 
Fillmore 1968) 

Further examination of case concord in Macro-Siouan reveals some 
interesting facts. The verb see is an experiential verb, whose subject is 
an experiencer semantically, rather than an agent. The concord marker 
for experiential nouns in Dakota is in the active case. Thus Dakota must 
possess a rule which realizes semantic experiencers as surface actives. 
Wichita and Onondaga also possess such rules, as also realize 
semantic as surface actives. One is to suggest that 
this phenomenon be universal to languages of the stative type, 
although the fact of genetic relationship for the three languages con· 
sidered here makes such a hypothesis rather suspect. 

Noun nodes which are semantically marked as beneficiaries, how· 
ever, seem to be treated differently in Dakota and Onondaga. Chafe 
(1970b) has indicated that such nouns in Onondaga are normally 
realized as surface statives. In Dakota the situation appears to be con
siderably more complex: beneficiary nouns are realized as actives, un· 
less the sentence possesses an agent noun node, in which case the bene
ficiary is realized as a surface stative plus a dative morpheme of some 
type. The existence of several types of syntactic constructions in 
Dakota with beneficiary nouns argues for the case that the term bene
ficiary, as used by Chafe, actually subsumes more than one kind of 
noun-verb relationship. 

Of special interest in Dakota is instrumental concord: 

12. s~a ki h~ naw~xtake I kicked that 
13. sUka ki h~ may~xtake That dog bit me. 

In sentence twelve the verb form must consist of Ina·l, "by action of 
the foot," plus Iwa·/, the concord marker discussed above, plus 
I-xtaka/, a stem with the approximate meaning of "to forcefully at· 
tack." Sentence thirteen has the same stem, with instrumental marker 
/ya-I, "by action of the mouth." Chafe has suggested that any action
process verb in English may be optionally accompanied by an instru
mental noun node. The following ill-formed sentences, however, indi
cate that some verbs in English must be inherently instrumental, as the 
choice of lexical unit for the instrumental noun is highly constrained at 
the semantic leveL 
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14. 
15. 

kicked the mayor with his arm. 
bit into his steak with a stick. 

Such observations suggest that there are verbs in many 
with instrumental noun nodes. Such nodes may be 

retained intact, they may be eroded by concord and pronominalization 
phenomena, or may be eliminated as a part of the literalization 
process. Instrumentals of this type in Dakota are eroded; in English 
they are eliminated throUGh literalization. 

In summary, it would 
_ . similar to that suggested 

means of such complex as prcm()mmalllzatlOn 
and concord in synthetic languages. While it is clear that our 
of semantic structures is far from adequate, it also seems to be the case 
that a semantically-based approach to syntax will bear more fruit than 
any other approach that is currently available. 
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A PRELIMINARY REPORT ON THE SWAMPY CREE 
OF SHAMATTAWA, MANITOBA 
Robert J. Anthony, University of Manitoba 

THE PROBLEM: Aside from early accounts by traders or mission
aries, linguistic studies of Cree are relatively rare. What little work has 
been done deals primarily with the Plains Cree (Bloomfield, Wolfart) 
and the James Bay dialects (Ellis). However only morphology has 
received more than cursory attention (Ellis 1961, 1962, 1971, Wolfart 
1969, 1971). Only two brief articles dealing with the Cree sound system 
have been published (Bloomfield 1930:1-6, Longacre 1957), both of 
which are sketchy and were not intended as phonological studies. This 
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report surveys a few aspects of Cree phonology and is 
considerable re-evaluation as the analysis of the data 

FIELD WORK: Shamattawa is within the Cree dialect area, 
one of the most of the Cree dialects. The settlement is 
situated 490 miles north, north-east of Manitoba; 200 miles 
south, south-east of Churchill, Manitoba; at the of the God's 
and Rivers. The consists of 456 treaty 3 
non-treaty Indians and 10 whites. Actual field work was carried out at 
Shamattawa from 4 to 1972. 

A portion of the is mCmC)liIllgual 
English is acquired comes through the local schooL 
have been away from Shamattawa for a considerable of time 
either at school in the "south" or in hospital are fluent in English. 
Further there is virtually no interaction with Ojibwa groups in Northern 
Ontario or Manitoba contrast to the situation described H.C. 
Wolfart at Island Lake, Manitoba). Thus the Cree at Shamat
tawa can be considered relatively free of non-Cree language influences. 

The hypothesis that the people at Shamattawa spoke a of 
Swampy Cree was confirmed very early in the field work. The inven
tory of distinctive segmental units consists of: 

consonants 
resonants 
vowels 

stops 
m, n, 1; 

p, t, c, k; 
glides 

i, 0, a, i:, 0:, a:, e:. 

fricative 
h,w,y; 

s; 

The description of the realization of these units and their distribution 
within words constitutes the focus of this paper. 

CONSONANTS 

Articulatorily p is a bilabial stop, t a lamino-alveolar stop, c a post
alveolar affricate, k a dorso-velar stop. All the stops are non-aspirate. 
They are realized as both tense and lax variants. Stops are tense when 
they occur: 

word initially or word finally; 
immediately following the vowel with primary word stress; or 
as the initial element of a consonant cluster. 

All other stops are lax. 
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s occurs in two durations. It is and when pre-
a short vowel followed (5, n, or m. The short vowel is very 

much reduced. 

'under the canoe' 

m is a bilabial nasal and n an alveolar nasal. In normal conversation 
short vowels which occur between m and a or n and a dental are 
reduced and the nasal if stressed has an extended duration: 

'he walks' 

'I say it' 

The <;:I'!<m'Il'!nt;:o unit 1 stands out a very limited occurrence 
in the dialect. It occurs in 

/ali:kis/ 
/alikwaca:s/ 

three words: 

'leech' 

It is also found in the Cree renderinas of some 

Ima:Hy/ 
Robert 
Mary 

names: 

The common surname Redhead 
Cree. 

contrast is not in 

h does not occur or A on-guoe may ac-
company word initial vowels or follow word final 

a matter of soeech style and is non-distinctive. 

y occurs medIally and Initial y does occur in Plains 
not in the Shamattawa of Swampy Cree. w occurs mUldllV 

m~!cmmv and 

The of consonants is non-distinctive. ntE)rv:oc,~lic:any conson
ants tend to be voiced. is is only voiced when it is preceded a nasal 
with the vowel reduced: 

CLUSTERS 

The 
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/nicisciyl 

clusters occur: 

a stop may be preceded by s medially and finally, but not in
itially; 

stop plus w occurs initially and medially, but not 

a stop may be both preceded by s and followed w medially. 

The h plus stop duster of Plains Cree has two possible reflexes in 
Shamattawa Cree. The most common reflex is the sequence long vowel 

stop (V:C), where Plains Cree has the sequence short vowel h 
stop, or vowel h plus stop. 

Cree) +h+Stop ~ V: + 

The other set of reflexes for Plains Cree hpj htJ he, and hk at Shamat
tawa are 17 (a bilabial spirant), e (an inter-dental spirant), sc and x (a 
velar spirant). Thus far the fun distribution of these reflexes cannot be 
stated. The choice of reflexes is not free and both sets can be found in 
the same paradigm: 

VOWELS 

[mba:pinJ 
[kipa:pin] 
[pa:poh] 

/nipa:hpin/ 
/kipa:hpin/ 
/pa:hpiw/ 

'I laugh' 
'you laugh' 
'he laughs' 

Shamattawa Cree has four vowel qualities plus a length contrast. As 
in the other Cree dialects there are seven vowels: I:, I, 0:, 0, a:, a and e:. 
Although e: does vary in duration it is always non-distinctive. 

Long vowels and short stressed vowels are more tense than short 
vowels. Phonetically the tense high vowels are slightly higher, and the 
tense non-high vowels lower than the lax high and HUi[l-HmU 

vowels respectively. 

Vowel dusters do not occur, but vowel-semivowel clusters are com
mon. w has a strong rounding and backing effect on a preceding i. a and 
a: are similarity more rounded before w: 

STRESS 

[apo] 
[nowa:pam):w] 

/apiw/ 
/niwa:pama:w/ 

'he sits' 
'I see him' 

Longacre (1957:67) repeated Bloomfield's (1930:2) observation 
that stress is non-distinctive and tends to fall on the third syllable from 
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the end of a word or close knit To this he added that in 
words the stress tends to fall on the last Both these 

indicate tendencies and are to a great 
deal of variation. Thus far my own analysis has been unable to con-
tribute to a more adeQuate descriDtion of word stress in Cree. 

CONCLUSION 

The two features of Shamattawa Cree are the occurrence of 
the unit 1 and the of stops. The 
distribution of these features as well as scalar ohonetic features will be 
traced lines the 

Further of this dialect will contribute to a better under-
of Cree and continued research in 

this and other dialect areas will equip the to deal more effi-
with questions and problems in Cree orthography, dialect and 

lanquaqe and other areal concerns. 
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THE PRONUNCIATION OF SAULTEAUX 
Paul H. Voorhis, Brandon 

who wishes to learn about the Saulteaux lan-
guage as it is in Manitoba will find that all available 

deal with more easterlv dialects (where the lanauaae is 
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generally known as Ojibwa, ",mIJIJO::W Ottawa, Odawa, or Algonquin). 

These publications include especially the fonowing: 
Baraga, R.R. Bishop, A Dictionary of the Otchipwe Language, 

Montreal, 1878; reprinted Minneapolis, 1966. 

_____ , A Theoretical and Practical Grammar of the Otchipwe 
Language, Montreal, 1878. 

Bloomfield, Leonard, Eastern Ojibwa, Ann Arbor, 1958. 

Verwyst, F. Chrysostom, Exercises, Harbor Springs, 
Michigan, 1901; reprinted Minneapolis, 1971. 

Wilson, Edward F., The Ojebway Language, Toronto, uri"!:; re
printed Ottawa, n.d. 

This paper is concerned with presenting some of the differences be
tween Manitoba Saulteaux and the dialects presented in these publi
cations. 

David Jones and Evelyn M. Todd, in A Revised Spelling System for 
Ojibwa, Peterborough, 1971, present a phonemic alphabet for Ojibwa, 
specify the sounds represented by the letters, and list the corresponding 
letters used by Baraga (Verwyst uses Baraga's spelling), Bloomfield, and 
Wilson. This alphabet is given below with a near equivalent of the sound 
of each letter underlined in an English or French word. 

The English examples are all taken from Jones and Todd. a: ~nnoy. 
i: in. 0: 9ver or look. 03:: f!:lther. e: fianc~ or p~t. i: ski. 6: nQse. w: !'!ater. 
y: player. p: spear, !?ee. t: s1ore, ~oor. is: cheese, jelly. k: s~ip, go. 
s: 1!oap, ~ebra. 1 ~oe, trea~ure. h: perhaps, or a glottal stop as in Scot
tish bo!,!:le; silent after n. m: !pusic. n: ~ice, before c: cru~ch, before 
k: si!!-k, before 5, S, h, or y: French bo!!. 

Examples: wapank, tomorrow; kwayakk, good; posin, get in; nipa, 
he's asleep; takkon, carry him; pfutik, inside; elman, boat; onei, from; 
kiS'klnsik, your eye; sekisi, he's scared. 

French rive, ~t~, and chgse sound more like 1, El, and 6 than English 
sk.!, fianc~ and n9se do. French pas, !u, and par more like p, t, and k, 
than English p, t, and k do, except after s. 

ii, ii, r. and 6, are phonetically long, that is, they are held or extended 
in pronunciation, whereas a, i, and 0 are phonetically short, that is, 
they are hurried or spoken quickly. 
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p, t, k, 5, and s are voiceless at the 
the end a in the middle of a word when 

consonants are beside one otherwise are 
same is nrobablv true in most details for the other dialects. 

lW:UUlI,Hld Saulteaux 'onunClanon differs from that described above 
hereinafter written fI, e.g., 

-+ 

a: after w: s"!:I!'.I:, hereinafter written ~, e.g., six -+ 

wapank, tomorrow -+ wiinank 

is I love you -+ KlsaKllfl, 

paper, book -+ masinaikan. 

at the of a word before mp, nt, ne, or 
nintaniss, my -+ IH,~l1J!;;;;, 

'HJ'";''' "'2lJ, my boat -+ . ninkotw~sswi, six -+ nkotw~sswi. In slow, 
ni may be retained in this Dosition: most sneakers then 

m or n, e.g., nipapa, nitaniss. 

nh is e.g., apinocinh, child -+ n is before 
y, e.g., my older sisters -+ nilmsse~rak. 

In most w is between vowels in rapid, casual 
it may be retained in slow, careful 'l- and ~ retain their 

IJnJHI.1W~ldUU'H even when the w is dropped, e.g., 
niw~pama, I see him -+ ni~pama; lwe, that -+ Ie; 

minaw~, -+ mIna~; they are W<...U .... 1HU 

he is on the way home -+ kwiwissens, boy -+ 

ik1~wI§w,ak. woman -+ . nipawqk, are -+ 

ante esaw~t, where are ~ ante esa~t, kawin, no -+ 

awe, 
e.g., 
consonant 

w between vowels is apparently always retained, e.g., 
w is after a consonant before ~, 

In a few words, w is after a 
kimin-

wenimin, I love you -+ 

In most ya is like i, and, in some dialects, ay is 
prlOnlDU]rlCEld like e; elsewhere before vowels y is e.g., 

-+ my older brother -+ nissae, 
ekkitoyan, what did you say -+ . ante enok-
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kiyan, where do you work -+ ante enokkun; nimisseyak, my older sis
ters -+ nimisseik; e minikkweyan, what I am drinking -+ e minikkwean; 
ante esayan, where are you going -+ ante esain; ante esayek, where are 
you (plural) going -+ ante esaek. 

In a few words, y is apparently always retained, e.g., otenank aya, he 
is in town. In some other words, y may apparently be retained in slow, 
careful speech, e.g., kwayakk, good. 

Note that the dropping or weak of certain short 
vowels which occurs in some eastern dialects Bloomfield's work 
treats such a dialect - does not exist in Manitoba Saulteaux. 

Each vowel in a Saulteaux word forms a separate The last 
syllable of each word is stressed and has a high level or slightly 
pitch. At the end of a sentence, this high pitch may cause a Saulteaux 
statement to sound like a question, or like an unfinished sentence, to 
people accustomed to the pitch patterns of European languages. 

In addition, the third or fourth syllable from the last may be stressed 
with high pitch in a word of three or more syllables at the end of a 
sentence or clause. If the third from the last syllable contains a 
v<jwel, that syllable is always stressed, e.g., kfsik~nk, in 
nimitbk, I think he's dancing; m6kkomin, knife; esipiaman, what you 
write; nkot~ss~pik, six dollars; in~ntam6k, they think so. If the third from 
the last syllable contains a that syllable is stressed in some 
examples, e.g., k~kkin~, are asleep; masin~bik~n, book. 
In other examples, the fourth from the last syllable is stressed in words 
of more than three and only the last syllable is stresse~ in 
words of three syllables, e.g., iskoti, pakan~k, nuts; kipankissi-

I 
nomin, we are falling. The cause of this variation is unclear; it may be 
free or conditioned unknown factors. 

Of course, Manitoba Saulteaux is also distinguished from the dialects 
of the above some vocabulary differences. A few of 
these differences are mentioned below. 

The greeting paso from French bon jour is replaced in Manitoba 
Saulteaux by anin, literally "how", understood to be short for "How 
are you?" 

Of noss and nimpapa, both "my father", the former is ODSOlescen 
and when used refers only to priests, in Manitoba Saulteaux. 
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n1flKaSS1, and mother", the first is obsol
the Mother of God. in 

Saulteal1X. The second does not occur. 

words for "this" and "these", Manitoba Saul
teaux uses those which end in w, to which a final e is added. e is also 
added to "that" and "those". w is sometimes droDDed. and there are a 
number of dialect variants in the 

Note that "this are identical. 

For he comes Manitoba Saulteaux has ontosse. 

Manitoba 

the n, e.g., okikl{erlirrlan, 
singular); w~SkeSSi?, deer 

OllrHSSl:1lIl, his older sister; omissei, his older sisters. 

paper is based on the speech of Brandon University students in the 
IMPACTE and Mature Students programs, especially the following who have 
assisted in the preparation and teaching of the course "Introduction to the Sault
eaux Language": Joyce Courchene, Kenneth Courchene, Cecil Desjarlais, Ruth 
Fontaine, Lionel Houle, Audrey Malcom, Clarence Malcom, David McKay, 
Florence Paynter, Grace Ross, Sister Ida Spence, Gladys Whitford. 

LA DE SEVIGNE' A CASE STUDY OF 
STYLISTIC EXPRESSION 
Bernhardt Leser. University of North Dakota 

Madame de created and a new dimension in the 
written art of human emotions. On the one she ac-

and mastered the formalistic rules of the French Classical 
on the other hand, she violated those rules under the ~",,,,,,,.4',,1 

pressure of her emotions. In so she gave to epistolary 
art, of which she was indisputably the master. 

her "',,,,otlt,,,. 
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",,..,,h,,,i< a farewell letter of Madame de SevirmA 
'ancoise-Marauerite de Griqnan, dated October 5, 

and written the first halt on her return journey from the 
Chateau de Grignan, where she had spent fourteen months. I choose to 
divide it into four parts, my guideline being the impressive scale of 
emotions she reveals in this letter and her creative manner of bringing 
them forth. We will observe the presence of the Apollonian powers of 
form, balance and imagination, as well as the powers of 
emotions, passions and irrationality. The conflict between these con
trasting elements produces a recurring, wave-like pulsation which carries 
the ideal portion of the message. The letter reads as fonows: 

"De Madame de a Madame de 

A Montelimar, 5e octebre (1673) 

1 Void un terrible jour, ma chere fille, je vous avoue que je 
2 n'en puis plus. Je vous ai quittee dans un etat augmente ma 
3 douleur. Je songe a tous les pas que vous faites et a taus ceux 
4 que je fais, et combien s'll s'en faut qu'en marchant 
5 de cette sorte nous jamais nous rencontrer. Mon coeur 
6 est en repos quand II est aupres de vous: c'est son etat naturel 
7 et Ie seul qui peut lui plaire. Ce s'est passe ce matin me 
8 donne une douleur sensible et me fait un dechirement dont votre 
9 phllosophie sait les raisons: je les ai senties et les sentirai 

10 longtemps. J'ai Ie coeur et l'imagination tout remplis de vous; 
11 je n'y puis pensel' sans pleurel', et pense toujours: de sor-
12 te que l'etat ou je suis n'est pas une chose soutenable; comme 
13 il est extreme, j'espere qu'il ne durera pas dans cette violence. 
14 Je vous cherche toujoufS, et je trouve que tout me manque parce 
15 que vous me manquez. Mes yeux vous ant tant rencontree 
16 mois ne vous trouvent Le temps s'est 
17 passe rend celui-ci jusqu'a ce que sois un peu 
18 accoutumee; mais ce ne sera jamais assez pour ne pas souhaiter 
19 ardemment de vous revoir et de vous embrasser. Je ne dois pas 
20 esperer mieux de l'avenir que du passe. Je sais ee que votre 
21 absence m'a fait souffrir; je serai encore plus a plaindre, 
22 parce que je me suis fait imprudemment une habitude necessaire 
23 de vous voir. n me semble que je ne vous ai point assez em-
24 brassee en partant: qu'avais-je a menager? Je ne vous ai point 
25 dit assez combien je suis contente de votre tendresse; je ne 
26 VOllS ai point assez recommandee a M. de Grignan; je ne l'ai 
27 point assez remercie de toutes ses politesses et de toute 
28 l'amitie qu'il a pour moi; i'en attendrai les effets sur taus 
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29 il yen a ou il a d'interet que 
30 toucMe que lui. Je suis devoree de 
31 de consolation que de vos lettres 
32 En mot, ma je ne vis 

33 
34 comme je vous aime. Je songe aux pic~ho'ns, 
35 de je tiens Jamai:;; un voyage n'a ete 
36 si triste que Ie notre; nous ne disons pas un mot, 
37 Adieu ma cMre enfant; aimez-moi MIas! nous revoili! 
38 dans les leUre::;, Assurez M, l' Archevikme de mon reSDect trel) 
39 et embrassez Ie COe 
40 Nom; avons encore avos 
41 aui vient me consoleI.'. Ma oiaiqnez-mOl de vous avoir 

42 

The first part, 
the shock of ~pr""r,"ti'"ln~ 

on line 13 with the word "violence", PfElselnts 
The second nart, endina on line 23 with the 

word "voir", establishes the absence in the past, and the 
future and thus the matter, these closer to 

The third part, ending on line 38 with the word "lettres", ex
presses the high point, the realization of the separation, where emotion 
reaches and breaks the boundaries of composure, Then this 
~J.w"~+l,, ends in a de11astatlnq nercention of the naked truth, For 

the first time the word "Adieu" is 'onouncea, The fourth part reesta-

bUshes the ties with life. 

The letter starts with an "introduction ' The 
first sentence is, in its function and structure, classical. It establishes the 

and the time for the identifies the be-
tween the letter writer and the and sets the mood, Because of 
its "hemistiche;;" and the sentence may be related to 
the so characteristic of the masters of French 
"Void un terrible lima chel'e vous avouell queje n'en 

" 
The effective sound painting the two ele-

sound structure or the word "terrible" 
contrasts with the illustrated by the UI and U vowels 
and the soft consonants in "je u'en 
shocks. The nl'lin of the senaration has reached the raw flesh and blood 

of the heart. 
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A parallel motion now takes place in the imagination of the author, 
who, by referring with mathematical accuracy of her depressed mind, 
makes the separation visual and alive, The rhythm of this part is re
markable; it illustrates the beat of a trotting horse: "Je songe a tous les 
pas que vous faites et it tous ceux que je fais et combien s'i} s'en faut 
qu'en marchant toujours de cette sorte, nous ne puissions jamais nous 
rencontrer," The next sentence is balanced in its message as well as in 
its form: "Mon coeur est en reposll quand il est aupres de vous;llc'est 
son etat naturEdll et Ie seul peut lui plaire," 

The remainder of this part gives, surprisingly, a 
reason for hope. The author knows that she will suffer for a long time 
but does not deny the of relief and cries out: ", , , l'etat ou 
je suis n'est pas une chose soutenable; comme it est extreme, j'espere 
qu'il ne durera pas dans cette violence" 

The second section speaks with gracious elegance of "temps agrEi
able" and refers to the fact that "je me suis imprudemment fait une 
habitude necessaire de vous voir". This light social talk, this "babiUage" 
of the salons blends into the expression of genuine feelings and logical 
rhetoric, It becomes clear, however, that, while the introduction pre
sents a state of sudden shock caused by separation, the essence of the 
second part is the penetration of that shock into the mind of Madame 
de Sevigne, and its invasion of her entire world, The shock becomes an 
articulated substance of past memories, connects with the painful 
emotions of the present, and finally spreads and reaches out into the 
future, It unites the dimensions in memory and sorrow, and brings the 
fact of a painful separation closer to The perception becomes a 
conception and finally a realization, 

It begins with a lonely mother who now realizes the ideal values of 
the physical presence of her daughter; the simple word "tout" gains the 
dimension of a universe: "Je vous cherche toUjOUfS, et je trouve que 
tout me manque parce que vous me manquez", Finally she the 
mother - breaks through the artificial imagery and cries for the em
brace of her child: ",., mais ce ne sera jamais assez pour ne pas sou
haiter ardemment de vous revoir et de vous embrasser". 

The third and main part of the letter begins on this note: "II me 
semble que je ne vous ai pas assez embrassee en partant", And if the 
memory of this physical contact had opened the channels of realiza
tion, the first and only is asked: "qu'avais-je a menager? ". It 
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opens cascade of an avalanche of a torrent of grow-
emotions. The is overwhelmed frustration and in~,p(,1IH+t'l1" 

the of the rational is the sty-
controL At first she accuses herself 

four times of failed to serve or express her love: "n me semble 
que je ne vous ai assez embrassee en Je ne vous ai 
dit assez com bien je suis contente de votre je ne vous ai 
assez recommandee a M. de je ne rai assez remercie de 
toutes ses oolitesses et de toute l'amitie a pour moi". 

Four times she centers her 
she to escape from her torment into the bitter 
attendrai Ie!! effets sur tous les chanitres. . . Je suis 
lui ... Je suis devoree de curiosite. . . . Je 
que de 'lOS lettres ... 

Left with the torment of she reaches the 
je ne vis que pour vous. Dieu me fasse la 
comma je vous aima." 

To compare and to equate her love of her 
love of God is a utterance that opens the 
mare of an irrational and intimate contesslOn, a 
nnw~rfllJ flow of what was the and the sensual of her torn ego: 

de je dens ""',.+",,,+. 
to her alone. But still we 

her sanctitv and 
,.,..,u~t;"'::Il and sensual sides. 

a sober present is a 
and above aU silence: "Jamais un voyage n'a ete si triste que Ie 
nous ne disons pas un mot." After this outcry of the realization 
of the becomes a fact. who in a moment of ecstasy had 
dared to rate her love for her child than her love for now 
commands her adored child to this same God. For the first time 
Madame de is able to pronounce the word "Adieu". 

The last part of the letter makes a transition from to real 
life: liMa chere aimez-moi helas! nous revoila dans Ies 
lettres". "Les lettres": in them is one of the life of Madame de 

are the words to and from her adored child. but thev also 
names, eleaance. culture and For 
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the moment the intimate contact "la ""'::l,.n"i~o' still has with her 
U"'AY"~t:l in the lunch basket her Ud'~ylJlU"! 

art, which reached a level in 17th century France 
was largely the result of the establishment of a 
coach and system. Before Madame de :-;"""""'" 
tool in the service of communication in a world of """"'1("""", 
mitter of news or a medium for arguments. The 
the common of all and was a game of wit and Pu.u~!!t:u 

Madame de honored the classical and the ideal of 
admired in her time. But she also introduced into the genre of 

letter the true of her own heart. The 
human the message of which was carried in her was a 
yo::,,U,u,Ut: art expression. The diaries and novels of later years 
are indebted to her. Her letter was not only and written 
indeed, also lived. 
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